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Abstract

A significant proportion of many firms’ customers are unprofitable. Whether and how unprofitable customers should be divested is a topic that has recently received increasing attention, but is still largely under-researched. Using an event study methodology, we examine stock market reactions to customer divestment announcements. Results from a sample of 110 customer divestment events suggest that firms announcing customer divestments have an average abnormal stock return of -.73%. Drawing on signaling theory, we explore a number of signal (customer divestment announcement), signaler (firm), and signaling environment characteristics that may affect the shareholder value effects of customer divestment announcements. Our analyses show that the stock market responds more favorably to indirect versus direct customer divestment strategies. Furthermore, we find that particular types of indirect divestment strategy approaches (e.g., tiered service and attrition), divestment motivation, stronger marketing capabilities, superior prior firm performance, and positive publicity can help mitigate the general negative abnormal stock returns observed. Overall, our findings provide important theoretical and managerial implications regarding how to manage and communicate customer divestment.
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